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Hell in Microcosm Quick Reference Sheet 

Sequence of Play 

 Side A issues orders 

 Side A changes orders 

 Side A moves 

 Side A conducts any reconnaissance by fire  

 Side A conducts any long range fire between units not in contact at the 

end of movement. Artillery that hasn’t moved this turn may then make its 

move to avoid the effects of Counter Battery Radar. 

 Side A fights any close combats they have initiated, and fights the next 

round of any close combats that are ongoing 

 Both Sides check Morale 

 Side B now works through the above steps in the same order. 

Battalion Combat Dice Table 

A battalion has a maximum strength of 15sp, but it can be understrength. Each 

support company adds a basic 2sp as well as any other bonuses but this never 

takes the strength over 15.  

Veteran Armour. 
• Strength 15 roll 2d12.  
• Strength 12 roll 2d10 

• Strength 9 roll 2d8 
• Strength 6 roll d12 

• Strength 3 roll d10 
 
Normal Armour and Veteran 

Mechanised 
• Strength 15 roll 2d10.  

• Strength 12 roll 2d8 
• Strength 9 roll d12 
• Strength 6 roll d10 

• Strength 3 roll d8 
 

Green Armour, Normal 
Mechanised, Veteran Infantry 

and Cavalry 
• Strength 15 roll 2d8.  
• Strength 12 roll d12 

• Strength 9 roll d10 
• Strength 6 roll d8 

• Strength 3 roll d6 

 
 
 

Green Mechanised, Normal 
Infantry and Cavalry. 

• Strength 15 roll d12.  
• Strength 12 roll d10 
• Strength 9 roll d8 

• Strength 6 roll d6 
• Strength 3 roll d4 

 
Green Infantry and Cavalry 
• Strength 15 roll d10.  

• Strength 12 roll d8 
• Strength 9 roll d6 

• Strength 6 roll d4 
• Strength 3 roll d2 
 

 

 

 

From the Battalion Combat Dice table find out the battalions initial dice roll. Then 

on the Stiffening Company section below add any points as appropriate. These 

points are added to the battalion’s die roll, not to its strength. 
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Stiffening Company 

Remember these add +2sp to the battalion they are stiffening (unless it takes 

the total sp over 15 as well as the following bonuses. The bonuses depend on 

what the type of unit they’re stiffening. So in infantry battalion stiffened with a 

heavy weapons company gets +3. A heavy armour battalion only gets +1. 

Engineers 

 Infantry and Cavalry, any Armour, and Mechanised Infantry. +2. Also if in 
Prepared Defence or Prepared Attack, the battalion supported cannot roll 
less than 4 on any combat die it rolls.  

 If the ‘Engineers’ are ‘Assault Pioneers’ or similar the Stiffened unit gets 
+3 in a Prepared Attack but only +1 in a Prepared Defence. 

Armour 
 Infantry and Cavalry, Mechanised Infantry. +4. If attacking, the battalion 

supported cannot roll less than 4 on any combat die it rolls. If defending 

the battalion may re-roll one die but must accept the re-roll.  
 Armour. +2 If the supporting company is composed of heavier armour 

than the battalion being supported, then in a Prepared Attack, the 
battalion supported cannot roll less than 4 on any die it rolls.   

 Note that adding an armoured company to an armoured battalion might 
be reinforcement rather than stiffening 

 

Heavy Weapons 
• Infantry and Cavalry. +3 

• Heavy Armour. +1 
• Medium Armour. +2 
• Light Armour. +2 

• Mechanised Infantry. +3 
 

Light AAA 
• Infantry and Cavalry. +3 
• Heavy Armour. +1 

• Medium Armour. +2 
• Light Armour. +3 

• Mechanised Infantry. +3 
 
Anti-Tank or ATM Missile 

• Infantry and Cavalry. +3 
• Heavy Armour. +2 

• Medium Armour. +3. If taking 
part in a Prepared Defence or 
Prepared Attack, the battalion 

stiffened cannot roll less than 4 on 
any combat die it rolls. 

• Light Armour. +3. If taking 
part in a Prepared Defence or 
Prepared Attack, the battalion 

stiffened cannot roll less than 4 on 
any combat die it rolls. 

• Mechanised Infantry. +3 
 

Heavy AAA and Anti-Aircraft 
Missiles.  

These factors are only used to drive 
off attacking aircraft and do not 
count for ground combat. The 

exception is that Heavy Anti-Aircraft 
Artillery can be used as an Anti-Tank 

company in a Prepared Defence. But 
then cannot undertake anti-aircraft 
action.  

• Infantry and Cavalry. +4 
• Heavy Armour. +4 

• Medium Armour. +4 
• Light Armour. +4 
• Mechanised Infantry. +4 

 
Artillery 

This will normally be infantry gun 
companies, or mortar companies, 
but can in rare circumstances be 

heavier ‘tube’ artillery who have 
inadvertently strayed too close to the 

front lines. 
• Infantry and Cavalry. +3 
• Heavy Armour. +1 

• Medium Armour. +2 
• Light Armour. +3 

• Mechanised Infantry. +3 
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Infantry 
• An infantry company added to 

a battalion will add 3sp, provided it 
doesn’t increase the battalion 

strength to more than 15sp. 
• Note that adding an infantry 
company to an infantry battalion can 

be reinforcement rather than 
stiffening. 

• When added to an armoured 
battalion, infantry can add 3sp 

provided it doesn’t take the strength 
over 15sp. It will also stiffen the 

battalion so will add +2 to the die 
roll. 
 

If there is no modifier mentioned 
above then the company stiffening 

defaults to infantry. 
 
Note that for Hasty Attack and Hasty Defence, you can only have one stiffening 

company adding its weight to the action. Hence if you have an infantry battalion 
supported by an infantry company and an AT Missile company and it’s being 

attacked by an infantry force, then the infantry company is the useful one and is 
counted. The AT missile company isn’t needed for AT work so it is effectively just 
another infantry company. This is surplus, one extra infantry company already 

being in place. 
 

With battalions in Prepared Attack, Dispersed Defence, and Prepared Defence 
modes, you can have two stiffening companies adding their weight. So if an 

infantry battalion with an engineer company and a tank company are mounting a 
prepared attack, both can throw their weight behind it. 
 

Attack/Defence Modifiers 
• Attackers in Prepared Attack       +2 

• Defenders in Prepared Defence                        +2 
• Attackers who catch their enemy in Travel Mode    +2 
• Troops doing immediate Counter Attack     +1 

• Attacker who hit an undiscovered and/or unneutralised linear obstacle   -3 
• The target of artillery fire or air attack                 -1 

• Outnumbered Defender                 -2 
for every battalion attacking after the first, up to a Maximum of -4. (All those 
extra attackers just get under each other’s feet). 

 
Terrain Modifiers 

Not really a terrain modifier but it fits as well here as anywhere. 
• Troops wearing personal NBC gear  -1 
• Vehicles closed up to benefit from their NBC protection.  -1 

Built up areas 
• Infantry and cavalry defending. +2 

• Armour defending. -1, Armour attacking  -3 
Close country.  
• Infantry and cavalry defending  +2 

• Armour attacking -1 
Open ground  

• Infantry and cavalry  no change 
• Armour +2 
Field fortifications  

• Infantry and Cavalry defending +4. 
Prepared Fortifications 
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These are the more formal defences which are prepared well before the battle, 
often before the war. They tend to involve concrete and considerable amounts of 

manpower in construction. They have two effects: 
• Defenders have the same addition to their die roll as they do when in field 

fortifications; 
• The defences add to the strength of the defenders. They will add a 
minimum of 50% to the defenders strength points, 100% in certain cases where 

concrete has been used with a more than liberal hand.  
 

Calculating Winners and Losers in Combat 

First take the attacker, calculate the die roll, add or subtract appropriate 

modifiers. Do the same thing with the defender, roll the modified dice, the larger 
final score is the winner. Read off the difference between the two scores on the 

Casualty table below for a final result: 
 

Casualty Table 

Winning margin of;-   
Zero. This is a draw. Nobody loses anything, result type ‘a’ 

1,2. Loser loses 1sp. Victor loses 1 on an odd number. Result type ‘a’    
3, 4, 5. Loser loses 2sp. Victor loses 1 on an odd number. Result type ‘b’ 

6, 7. Loser loses 3sp. Victor loses 1 on an odd number. Result type ‘b’   
8, 9.Loser loses 4sp. Victor loses 1 on an odd number. Result type ‘b’ or ‘c’ 
10 to 15. Loser loses 5sp. Victor loses 1 on an odd number. Result type ‘b’ or ‘c’ 

16+ Loser loses 7sp. Victor loses 1 on an odd number. Result type ‘b’ or ‘c’ 
   

Should the loser be wiped out in the first move of combat, count the result as a 
"c" result. The attacker continues with the rest of the move and can fight 
another close combat should they hit anyone else. This counts as a hasty attack. 

a Fighting continues in same place; . 
b Losers are rolled back one formation depth. They lose any prepared   

         defences they were holding, but could use any defences they are  
         driven back onto. 

c If Attackers are victorious and are Armour, Mechanised or Cavalry  
         they break through the defenders and continue for up to one move  
         on the other side. The attackers retain their mode. If the defenders  

         are victorious the attackers are thrown back 2 km and go into hasty  
         defence. 

 

Artillery 

Indirect Fire 

 d2 

 d4 

 d6 - Artillery and mortars up to 85 mm 

 d8 - Artillery and mortars up to 105 mm 

 d 10 - Artillery and mortars up to 170 mm 

 d12 ~ Artillery over 171 mm plus 

 2d8 - Salvo rockets* 
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 2d10 

 2d12 

* (Note - that due to reloading these only fire every other turn.). 

Indirect Fire Modifiers 

 If firing more than one company or battery at the same target add +1 for 

every battery of the same calibre after the first fired at that target.  

 Roll the dice for the different calibres separately then add the totals 

together. This is then matched against the targets total. 

 Unobserved Fire takes two disadvantageous die shifts up the table. 

Targets 

Infantry/cavalry against direct and indirect fire. Armour against indirect fire. 

 d2 

 d4 Travel Mode 

 d6 Hasty Attack 

 d8 Prepared Attack 

 d10 Hasty Defence 

 d12 Prepared Defence 

 2d8 

 2d10 Dispersed Defence 

 2d12 

Target Modifiers 

These modify the targets dice which it rolls to defend against the firers dice. 

 Veterans  One advantageous dice shift 

 Green   One disadvantageous dice shift 

 Built up areas One advantageous dice shift 

 Close country One advantageous dice shift, stationary troops only 

 Open ground  One disadvantageous dice shift, moving troops only 

 Armour  Two advantageous dice shifts when facing indirect fire. 

 

The logic behind the following Target Strength table is that units, as they get 

smaller, get harder to hit. Similarly the process of evolution speeds up. Those 

who are left are those who long since realised that walking about in the open 

was contra-indicated and have gone to earth with enthusiasm. 

It also means that continuous pounding of positions with artillery runs into 

problems with the law of diminishing returns. If you kill 2 points from a battalion 

in the first round of shooting, you surely cannot expect that that another 8 

moves of firing will exterminate it. 
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Target Strength modifier 

Target strength  

 15   - 

 12   - 

 9   +1 advantageous dice shift 

 6   +2 advantageous dice shift 

 3   +3 advantageous dice shift. 

 

Morale 

Whenever a unit faces the following crisis roll a die and score under its current 

strength. 
• Veterans d4 
• Normal d6 

• Green  d8 
 

If below half their starting strength, then roll one die higher. So Veterans would 
then roll a d6, Normal a d8, and Greens a d10. 

 
Crisis 

 Suffers casualties from artillery fire. 

 Suffered 50% casualties 
 Is attacked by superior numbers. That is at least three times as many 

infantry units, or 50% more enemy if the tester is infantry and the enemy 
is armoured. 

 Is surrounded and offered the opportunity to surrender by an enemy it 

feels it can trust. 
 Remainder of formation to which it is attached is withdrawing. 

 The Unit is Broken Through. 
 Asked to attack when down to half strength. 
 A unit in a Prepared Position (that is not being asked to attack) may re-

roll the die if they wish but must accept the new score.  
 

Result of the roll 
 If the die roll equals current strength the unit will not advance that move, 

and will form Hasty Defence unless withdrawing. Stiffening troops will 

conform to the battalion they are with. 
 If it rolls up to three more than the current strength it will withdraw in 

Hasty Defence to a position 20cm from the enemy. Stiffening troops will 
conform to the battalion they are with. 

 If it rolls more than three higher than the current strength it will 

disintegrate and reform behind the nearest friendly unit. Measure the 
distance and that will give you the number of moves it will take. The unit 

reforms one strength point weaker and with no heavy weapons. Stiffening 
troops will take their own morale test and obey that. 


